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We've Got This
Despite an earthquake and pandemic, The New SLC Redevelopment Program
is moving forward, albeit with more robust safety and sanitizing measures in
place.
The New SLC has been designed to withstand a substantial earthquake---up to
a 7.4 magnitude---and performed very well during the 5.7 quake Salt Lake
experienced in March.
Regarding the pandemic, Program Director Mike Williams said the enhanced
safety practices are paying off: "There is a positive feeling when you walk
around the jobsite," Mike said. "From the level of activity, the interaction of
workers and our own approach and focus on solving the everyday challenges
that occur," he said and added, "We've got this."
The first phase of The New SLC-including the parking garage, gateway,
terminal and Concourse A-West-is still on target to open Sept. 15 with
Concourse B-West to follow in late October.

Terrazzo Installation
No one stops to think about the flooring they walk on in an airport, much less
what it takes to install it. But the process of installing terrazzo tile is an art in
itself that has been passed down from generation to generation.
Terrazzo contractors are specialists who take immense pride in their craft and

the quality of the final product. There is no other flooring option that has the
same durability as terrazzo with some floors lasting 100-plus years.
Here is a video showing the process from start to finish in laying terrazzo in
what will open at Concourse B this fall.

Automated Screening Lanes Installed
Automated Screening Lane (ASL) equipment is being installed at The New
SLC main security checkpoint. ASL's are a state-of-the-art checkpoint
technology to enhance security efficiency while decreasing the amount of time
travelers spend during the security screening process. The New SLC will have
16 security lanes in the Terminal plus three lanes for international travelers
that can be expanded to six.

Greeting Room Fireplace
Stone Completed
The stone on the Greeting Room fireplace is complete and ready to warm
passengers next winter. The Greeting Room is located post security and is a
comfortable space where people can wait to welcome arriving passengers.

Baggage Claim Carousels
Nine baggage claim carousels have undergone testing to verify the systems
can handle the appropriate luggage load. The baggage claim area is located
on level two of the Terminal building.

For More Info...
To read additional facts about The New SLC, click here .
For updates on the construction progress, visit our website here or follow us
on Twitter, Facebook Instagram and YouTube.
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